Stop the fascist BNP

Use your vote

BNP fascism
Do not swallow
The BNP – the ugly truth

1. The BNP has terrorist connections
   David Copeland, who carried out the London nail bombings in Brixton, Brick Lane and Soho said: “My aim was political. It was to cause a racial war…then all the white people would go and vote BNP.”

2. The BNP is a fascist organisation
   Mark Collett, the BNP’s former youth leader, was caught on TV praising Hitler and saying that Nazi Germany was a better place to live than Oldham or Burnley.

3. The BNP and racism
   BNP leader Nick Griffin and John Tyndall were arrested in December on suspicion of incitement to commit racial hatred. When the BNP get elected, racist attacks increase. In Burnley – where there are 6 BNP councillors – 237 racist attacks were recorded between April 2002 and March 2003. This is an increase of 149% from April 2000 and March 2001 and corresponds to increased BNP activity in the area.

4. The BNP denies the holocaust
   Six million Jewish people were murdered in the Nazi holocaust. In total 15 million Jews, trade unionists, gypsies, Slavs, black, lesbian, gay and disabled people were murdered as a result of Nazi Germany’s murderous policies. Nick Griffin was convicted for inciting racial hatred after a magazine he published denied this.

5. The BNP is full of people with criminal convictions
   Several leading members of the BNP have criminal convictions. The Secret Agent documentary showed BNP members openly admitting to racially motivated crimes. This is the real BNP.

Use your vote